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iPad recipe app 
in the kitchen...

And if you are getting bored 
with my cover pics of iPads,
 how about sending in one 
of your splendid shots
of something interesting?

email
Marnie...
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Tuesday July 13 meeting
In our groups as usual. This week, we will be working on three 
main areas: Dashboard; iCal; and Spotlight. The beginners 
groups will continue their regular program, focussing on 
members’ particular needs and issues. We also hope to have a 
good look at the surprising  differences between using the 
various mouses, trackpads, and touchscreen interfaces. Which 
mouse do you use?

Tuesday June 8 meeting 
Steve’s intermediate group and Don’s advanced groups combined 
to work on System Preferences in considerable detail. We were 
really pleased to see many particpants were prepared to make 
brief presentations to the group. That’s exactly the kind of ‘self 
help’ we meet to foster!
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Email Steve...

Make a 
HelpDesk 
booking...

Nominations for the BMUG committeeOur Annual General Meeting will be held in September. This means it is not too soon to consider the new opportunities for you to become more involved in the club.

Talk to continuing committee members like Margaret or David. You will be very welcome to join the leadership group if you can make the time available. Your participation will obviously include attending monthly committee meetings, but you may not have considered what fun is involved in mixing with really switched-on and knowledgable Mac enthusiasts. Don’t be shy! It doesn’t matter if you are relatively new to Macs, it’s your enthusiasm the club needs.

Editor
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AppleCare is well worth the money!
Another example of the importance of purchasing 
AppleCare and keeping your original purchase 
invoice in a very safe place
I thought it timely to once again share with members, the 
importance of purchasing Apple Care with any a new computer. 
And keeping your original purchase invoice in a safe place.

Three years ago, when I registered 
Apple Care for my MacBook, I received 
an email at the time from Apple 
advising me of the expiry date of the 
plan. I printed this email out at the time 
to keep in my file.
Despite this, somehow, Apple had a 
different expiry date on their records.

With only two weeks to go on my Apple Care Plan, which 
according to my records was due to expire on the 27th June, 2010,  
my computer started making awful noises when I burned discs. 

To my horror, when I rang Apple Care about this problem they 
informed me that my plan had already expired.  I referred to my 
original purchase invoice which clearly showed the purchase
date of my computer.  

After scanning the invoice and emailing it to Apple Care, they 
emailed an apology to me and asked me to take my computer 
into my local Apple Reseller shop.

Two days later I received a call to say the repairs had been done 
and my MacBook was ready to be picked up again.  Not only did 
they replace the Optical Drive in my MacBook  but they also 
replacedthe Housing Kit -Top Case which, which due to a design 
fault I was told, had a piece broken on it.  

Total cost of work done under Apple Care was $575.00.    So once 
again, Apple Care has been very beneficial to me.

Hint:  If you are unsure of the expiry date of your Apple Care 
Plan, you can check this by going to:  

http://www.apple.com/support

Click on “About Your Support Coverage” on the right hand side 
of the page, enter your product’s serial number and click Go.
The expiry date of your plan will then be shown.

remote member
Marg Boyles

http://www.apple.com/support
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Multitouch gestures — where on earth is 
Apple pointing?
The first time I handled a computer mouse, Gough Whitlam was 
Prime Minister. Over the years since then, the clunky old 
pointing device has undergone rapid evolution, but all that may 
be about to come to a surprising end. Now we have touchpad 
MacBooks, Touchscreen iPads and iPhones, and the mouse has 
even lost its tail. 

On the mobile Macs, we have a very rich vocabulary of gestures. 
We use one and two-finger taps strokes, and pinches, not to 
mention reverse pinches, shakes and twists! 

Rumours are flying about touchscreen iMacs to come, but I’m not 
convinced. Who wants to spend all day doing Hitler salutes, 
waving an arm around shoulder-high! Certainly not me,  so 
where is Apple pointing? 

Right now,  the Apple pointing situation is in a complete muddle, 
in my opinion. Let me explain...

iMac Magic Mouse
This is really a hybrid between touchpad and mouse, and 
many tasks are accomplished with taps and strokes across 
the top surface. Using this tool, we scroll up and down or 
from side to side with a single finger stroke...

We even have pinches and reverse pinches to zoom, and 
many other gestures. This is all great, it’s easily the best 
mouse I have ever used, and because it’s used like a 
touchpad, it makes swapping over to a mouse-less laptop 
much easier. There is a catch, unfortunately...

MacBook Pro 
touchpad
On the touchscreen laptop, 
similar moves are made 
using two or even three 
fingers. 

This is because single finger gestures just move the cursor round 
the screen, rather than directing any actions. But wait, there’s 
more...

What about on the iPad?
On the iPad and iPhone, there is generally no cursor to move 
around.

This means you scroll with a single 
finger, as on the Magic Mouse, but the 
scroll is in the opposite direction to that 
on either the mouse or the laptop 
trackpad. That’s right, the Apple boffins 
decided it was more logical to stroke 
upwards to scroll upwards!

Are you confused? Well we certainly are. I hope that in a year or 
so’s time, however, this confusion will be gone, and Apple will 
have settled on consistent gestures. Further, I’m not expecting a 
touchscreen iMac, and nor do I believe the mouse will survive. 
Instead, imagine using your iPad, down flat, as a giant touchpad. 
All your gestures, pinches and strokes would be made with your 
hand resting on the desk. Logitech is already working on the app 
to make this dream real.

Steve Craddock
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TOP TIP — Notes app on the iPhone
Belt and Braces for iPhone novices 
All too often I lose the scruffy little notes of stuff I need to 
remember which I’ve jotted down on odd bits of paper, Post It 
notes and the like.

 So having time on my hands recently I thought I'd investigate 
the Notes app on my iPhone to see if I could make myself a list of 
the items I need from the Asian grocery next time I'm shopping 
there. Since that probably won't happen for a couple of weeks, 
I'm bound to have mislaid one or more scraps of paper by then!  
With senior's moments all too frequent it was time to move into 
the twenty-first century. 

I opened the iPhone Notes app, and jotted down the 
various goodies with a certain smugness that I could find 
them again unless, of course, the unthinkable happened 
and I lost the iPhone! Well, I thought to myself, a good 
job well done. But lo and behold, when I fired up my 
computer shortly afterwards I discovered much to my 
surprise that my Note had also appeared in my email. 
So unless I lose the MacBook Pro too, my precious list is 
definitely safe.

If you want to use the Notes app but don't want your 
jottings to appear in your email too, then follow this 
crumb trail...

1.  Connect your iPhone to your Mac;

2.  Select the iPhone on the source list in iTunes (left-hand panel);

3.  Click the Info tab on the screen that comes up;

4.  Scroll down to 'Other' and uncheck the Sync box

PS If you want your Notes to appear in your email and they aren't 
there, then you need to check the Sync box mentioned in Step 4.

Marnie Haig-Muir

Tip: any members with iPhones, iPod touches or iPads need to 
really understand ‘syncing‘ — the process of copying 
information and files back and forth to and from the main 
computer. 

Syncing can easily produce unwanted consequences, which we 
can explore further if any members are interested.

Editor
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TOP TIP —  absent friends and
the iPhone 
Have you ever had to cancel out on going to a 
critical meeting for some reason? 

If you really want and need to know exactly what happened at 
that meeting, why not ask one of your friends who has an iPhone 
(iPod Touch or iPad) to record the session and email it to you. 
They will need to..

1. Ask around the table if anyone minds them 
recording the meeting ;

2. Tap the Voice Memo App to open it and then 
click the Record button; and

3. After the session click stop, then click Share, 
then Email — pop in the address and send...

Easy Peasy!
Don Patrick

And this software is also great for recording interviews, for 
example for recording family history, or sending greetings to 
people overseas. This is something I do regularly.

In the past an add-on microphone accessory was needed to make 
your iPod work as a personal audio recorder or dictaphone , now 
it’s much easier, and the results are surprisingly good, though you 
do need to be close to get reasonable sound levels.

If you intend to do a good deal of this work, you might consider 
buying an inexpensive accessory table microphone from your 
Apple store.

When you get the audio recording into your main Mac, drag it 
into iTunes, where it will live in Music:

Editor
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TOP TIP — repair your 
permissions regularly, not 
just when things go wrong
I know, this is not a new tip at all, it’s 
repetition of boring advice that’s been 
give hundreds of times before. 
Nevertheless, this stuff really matters!

Even the most conscientious of us can 
experience conniptions. Recently, I went 
to the computer in the morning to be 
confronted by this extraordinary desktop:

That’s right, my desktop icons had been 
breeding like rabbits overnight!

Now if you’re lucky, silly symptoms like 
this are immediately cured by a restart, 
but never just leave it at that. It’s 
definitely time to run one of the diagnosis 
and repair programs that will keep your 
system software in good running order.

What Aunty Mac would recommend is to 
run MainMenu, software you will need to 
download for US $19, or to run Disk 
Uitility, a free program that comes with 
every Mac  and lives in Applications - 
Utilities.

Both of these excellent tools do much the same repair work, and 
in particular, they repair your permissions. We don’t need to 
understand permissions ( and I certainly don’t), it’s enough to 
know your computer will behave irregularly if your permissions 
are corrupted. This time, I ran both.

Presently, a club member is experiencing absolutely extreme 
permissions issues which make his computer virtually unusable. 
He can’t even move icons around on the desktop, among a 
multitude of other problems! His difficulties are so acute that at 
the very least, he will probably need to reload a new operating 
system on the computer.

So even if your computer is running great right now, repair your 
permissions every few weeks, and hopefully you will never 
experience real system issues.

And don’t forget to maintain regular backups. Extreme problems 
require extreme solutions, such as re-formatting your hard drive, 
and a set of healthy backups is going to be needed at some  stage, 
you can be absolutely sure of that.

Steve Craddock

 

MainMenu
website...
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TOP TIP — export a Pages document as an 
e-book
I guess we all understand that PDF is now the international 
standard for sharing documents and booklets. We all see PDFS 
every day — manuals for appliances; club newsletters; reports 
from the City of Geelong — these are just a few examples of the 
way writing is shared these days. The great thing about the PDF 
format is that any images, headings, tables and other features 
show up just as intended on any computer any where. 

E-books, on the other hand, are 
a bit more complicated. They 
are digital files to be read on 
Kindles, iPads, or any of the 
other e-book readers. They 
have one feature that is not 
usually found in ordinary old 
PDFs, they have linked tables 
of contents. 

This means the reader does not 
have to leaf through the text to 
the required topic, but instead 
can simply click on the 
heading in the table of 
contents to be instantly taken 
to the desired page. 

So can you and I make our PDFs work like this? And can we do it 
in our everyday writing program, Word or Pages? Well, yes. Any 
Word or Pages word processor document can have a live table of 
contents. This is how to do it in Pages...

Step 1 
Use the same style for each of the 
chapter headings you want  to appear 
in the table.

Step 2
Go to the Inspector - Document - TOC 
pane, and make sure that the style is 
‘checked’ at both left and right. This 
means that any heading with that 
style will appear in the table.

Step 3
Go to the page where you wish to 
have the table, and click Insert - Table 
of Contents in the pane you see 
below...

Now you can format that TOC 
to suit yourself. Any new headings 
using the correct style will 
magically appear in the TOC. And 
when you export the finished 
document as a PDF, the table of 
contents will have live links. 

You have produced an e-book 
which can be read on any computer or e-book reader. 

Steve Craddock
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5. Once you have made your desired modifications, go to the 
“Scripts” command in the Photoshop File menu. and choose 
“Export Layers to Files”. Make sure you create a folder to contain 
the files, just to keep things tidy.

6. When Photoshop has completed this task, go back into 
ImageReady “File” menu, scroll down to “Import” and  select 
“choose the  “Folder as frames” command. This will prompt you 
to navigate to a folder — the one which you created to contain the 
files created by Photoshop.

7. Now in imageReady you 
can view your newly 
created animation — you 
can leave any un-needed 
frames out, or whatever. 
You will need to fiddle 
with the timing, otherwise 
your GIF will run at the 
speed of light. Select all the 
frames in the animation 
pane at the bottom of the 
ImageReady screen and 
alter the timing from 0 
seconds to 1 second (or 
whatever you like)

8. To save the animation as a GIF which can be opened in 
Quicktime, scroll down the ImageReady “File” menu to “Save 
Optimized”.

Andrew King, 
remote member 

TOP TIP — How I Learned to Edit 
a GIF (pronounced ‘jiff’)
I’m not sure how and why I decided that I 
wanted to learn how to edit a GIF file, a 
particular graphic format used for (often 
irritating) little animations on web pages, 
but, having made the decision, there was no 
dissuading me from learning how. Whether my life is any better 
as a result is a question which I will not explore here.

"
The process is really quite simple:

1. Open your GIF in Adobe ImageReady (already I can 
hear you saying “What? Adobe stopped making 
ImageReady years ago”. All right — if that’s your 
attitude, you had better read something else.) To 
continue....

2. In the ImageReady File menu, choose “Edit in 
Photoshop”.

3. Photoshop will open the file as a mult-layered 
document. You will observe that the GIF which I have 
chosen for this article has only two layers — the second 
one having been created by simply flipping the first layer. 
The layers of an animated GIf provide the frames in the 
animation.

4. I decided in this case to do away with the second layer 
(i.e. frame) and replace it with several others,  created by 
using the “Duplicate layer” command in Photoshop, 
followed by modifying the image on each layer.
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BMUG manuals sell in unprecedented 
numbers
This week, we received an extraordinary single order for 18 
manuals, and my first thought was ‘Crikey!’ I hope the buyer 
won’t be disappointed with them after shelling out nearly $100!

And then to follow up, we got a really positive letter...

‘I've actually been thinking during the wet weather, a change for me, 
that what I don't want is a heavy manual for the Mac but rather short 
files on my particular problem. Maybe that's why I like the BMUG 
manuals, they are short and crisp.  I've taken to printing out the various 
help files on those items I might not use frequently, and therefore don’t 
get into my memory chips. I put them in a folder and can refer back to 
them in the future, they’re light and simple.

And you're right about e-books, they don't weigh much at all.  
That must be my greatest reason to look forward to an iPad!’

Alan McGuire

It’s really nice to get this kind of supportive feedback.  

Surprisingly, though, not everyone agrees. As one curmudgeonly 
member wrote recently:

‘Do you really need the large newsletter, or the manuals for that 
matter. There is plenty of literature already available regarding 
Apple Macs.’

This is not, I suspect, a widely-shared view, but I might be 
wrong. What do you think about our publications?  Why 
not write to Aunty Mac and have your say?

Every Mac user group has a newsletter, but there isn’t another 
group, so far as I know, anywhere in the world, that offers as 
many original publications as we do. Perhaps we’re completely 
on the wrong track, perhaps not...

Obviously that negative member has never thought about 
what we provide to our remote members, let alone what they 
provide to us. Remote members obviously think the manuals 
and newsletter are worthwhile or they wouldn’t be paying 
their fees. Further,  their fees enable other members’ fees to be 
kept to the minimum. Without them, our budget wouldn’t 
balance!

But that’s not all. Around the world there is an informal Mac 
fellowship. Just as we benefit by reading and sharing ideas 
from all over, tips and opinions from our publications add to 
the store of world-wide Mac knowhow. That’s why we put all 
the work in.

Editor

Mail order manuals
In addition to selling manuals over the counter at our meetings, 
we sell them by mail order from the BMUG website. And it’s so 
easy! You pay by PayPal, and purchasers in Australia can have 
any 3 for $20, including postage and packing, while international 
readers can get two for $20. Do us a favour, and mention this 
service to your friends, wherever they might live.

As always, it helps if you order manuals by email to pick up at the 
meeting, so we know how many to print and bind.

Editor
               

Email 
Steve...
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Griffin Tune center for iPod
Do you have a half-way decent sound system on your telly? If you 
do, why not connect your iPod with this snazzy smart dock. You 
get a ‘Front Row’ style interface on the TV screen, from which you 
can make your choice of music to play.
Complete with cables and remote, it’s just $25 or a nice bottle of 
whisky.

Call Steve on 5254 2576

Organ — free to a good home
Yamaha C 405 
Electone electronic 
organ plus a heap 
of music.

Great condition.

Contact Don  
5254 2650

BMUG members’ market place
Printer
HP7410 all in one  colour printer, scanner, copier with built in fax 
and photo card reader. Good condition. About 4 years old. Dual 
trays and wireless

$100.  Call Tufan on 0414517365

Printer
Deskjet 1280  colour printer, prints up to A3 size. About 3 years 
old. With extra long USB cable. Excellent condition

$100. Call Tufan on 0414517365
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